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FOREWORD
Special Section on Internet Technology IV
The digital information and communication infrastructure as empowered by Internet technology has already become a major part of the infrastructure platform of people’s daily activities and of working environment. The information and communication networks until the late 1990’s has not provided a broadband,
always-on communication environment to end users. Recently, a new type of information infrastructure
using the native Internet technology such as ADSL and wireless LAN, has begun to deployed significantly.
The Internet is now mutating toward a new stage, which is a broadband and ubiquitous computing over the
native Internet environment. The digital transmission technology to interconnect the digital devices to the
Internet has been drastically changed in these days. This is “No-more dial-up,” i.e., so called the “native
Internet” has been emerged and deployed. As well as the native Internet deployment, Internet has been introduced broadband communication and always connected environment. More than mega-bits-per-second
communication bandwidth has been available in residential and hot-spot areas, as well as in the offices. As
the result, the Internet becomes the digital communication platform internetworking all of digital devices
using wide variety of digital transmission technologies.
From the beginning of Internet research activity in 1960s to the end of 21st century, the digital devices
connected with the Internet has been basically computers. However, in these days, non-computer devices,
such as information appliances, home appliances or automobile, are going to be connected with the Internet. The Internet has been always modified its protocols and experienced some mutations, in the past.
However, we well-know and realize that we have to preserve the “end-to-end architecture,” in order to preserve the development and mutation of the Internet. In order to preserve the “end-to-end architecture,” we
develop the IP version 6 (IPv6) via the significant technical investigation and discussion since the middle
of 1990’s. Now, the IPv6 is going to be widely accepted by the industry and to be deployed.
The Internet has been still grown more than exponentially in terms of the number of nodes, network and
traffic volume. This means that the Internet technologies has been always fighting with the scalability.
Here, the scalability is not only quantitative, but is also qualitative. Recent Internet has to provide wide
variety of communication quality for each users, since every communication has been integrated into the
Internet. In the Internet, it seems that the requirement from the operational network has been always
challenging to the hardware and software technologies to solve the specific issue at every moment of time.
The growth of the Internet and the introduction of new technologies and requirements emerge new technical
challenges to us. For example, some of recent serious issues for the Internet would the robustness against
the DoS (Denial of Service) by malicious users or the serious supporting of mobile nodes and networks.
The research, development and deployment of Internet technologies is based on a kind of positive closed
and spiral feed back system. Internet protocol suit has been always modified, based on the operational
experiences at the live Internet. This means that the Internet technologies are highly engineering oriented.
Actually, a lot of Internet researchers and engineers do not believe the new technology without “running
code.” A lot of research and development related with the Internet is based on the operational experiences,
and the new technologies are evaluated and appreciated by the Internet community itself.
Based on the above observation, this special section is focusing on the practical works related with the
Internet technologies. Our paper accepting policy is; we accept the paper, when the work is very worth for
the Internet community, even when it does not have the detailed analysis and evaluation. This particular
special section accommodates 33 papers, that should satisfy the above criteria. We have received more
than 70 paper submissions, from various countries, such as China, Taiwan or Korea.
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